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	A hands-on guide to help your nonprofit build its brand, raise its profile, strengthen impact and develop deeper relationships with donors, volunteers, and other stakeholders. Breakthrough Nonprofit Branding is about the power a constituency-focused, compelling brand can have to revolutionize an organization and the way people view and support it.

	
		
			Shows how to optimally define what your organization stands for to differieniate, create value and breakthrough
	
	
		
			Explains how to build loyal communities inside and outside of your organization to increase social impact
	
	
		
			Features seven principles for transforming a brand from ordinary trademark to strategic advantage
	
	
		
			Includes case studies of eleven breakthrough nonprofit brands and transferable ideas and practices that nonprofits of any size, scope or experience can implement
	
	
		
			Other title by Daw: Cause Marketing for Nonprofits: Partner for Purpose, Passion, and Profits

	



	A practical road map and essential tool for nonprofit leaders, board members, and volunteers, this book reveals the vital principles you need to know to build and manage your organization's most valuable asset – its brand. In today’s highly competitive nonprofit world, building a breakthrough brand is no longer a "nice to do," but the new imperative.


	Jocelyne Daw, a pioneer and leader in building business and community partnerships has over 25 years of nonprofit leadership experience.


	Carol Cone, named by PR WEEK as the most powerful and visible figure in the world of cause branding, has been linking companies and causes for over 25 years.
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OS X Mavericks: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		What do you get when you cross a Mac with an iPad? OS X 10.9 Mavericks. Its 200 new features include Mac versions of iPad goodies like Maps, iBooks, and iTunes Radio—but not a single page of instructions. Fortunately, David Pogue is back, with the expertise and humor that have made this the #1 bestselling Mac book for over 11...
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Reoperative Pelvic SurgerySpringer, 2009

	The close anatomical proximity of the colon, rectum and anus to the gynecologic and urologic organs often results in a disease affecting one of these organ systems to create complications in another. Many colorectal, gynecologic, and urologic diseases, and the management of their complications, necessitate technically-challenging...
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High Performance Python: Practical Performant Programming for HumansO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Your Python code may run correctly, but you need it to run faster. By exploring the fundamental theory behind design choices, this practical guide helps you gain a deeper understanding of Python’s implementation. You’ll learn how to locate performance bottlenecks and significantly speed up your code in high-data-volume...
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Building a Server with FreeBSD 7No Starch Press, 2007
The most difficult aspect of building a server (to act as a file server, Web server, or mail server) is the initial software installation and configuration. Getting your hands on the software is one thing; getting it all to function is another thing entirely. For many people, the only option is to hire an expensive consultant. Building a Server...
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Imaging of Carotid Artery StenosisSpringer, 2007

	An adequate and state-of-the-art treatment of atherosclerotic

	disease of the extra- and intracranial carotid arteries

	in a patient with an advanced degree of stenosis

	substantially reduces the risk of subsequent ischemic

	stroke in patients with recently symptomatic 70 to 99%

	carotid artery stenosis. The benefit that is to be...
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JavaScript DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Every web surfer knows a classy web site when he sees one, because it has eyecatching features that make the site outstanding among other sites on the web.

	

	Developers of these sites leave web surfers in awe not by using fancy animation or provocative pictures, but by using subtle tricks such as fl oating menus and moveable...
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